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judging by the state of the roads, one might assume that this is a wealthy neighborhood, that the residents have loads of money and
that the streets are full of cars. but only a few homes in the neighborhood have motor vehicles. (..) the area is populated by poor

venezuelan immigrants, and even poor expatriates of other countries. all of them live in concrete houses without balconies or garden
areas, with roofs that protect the residents from the rain or scorching sun. many of the houses are not even connected to electric

service and use generators for their power needs. (.) en el barrio poblado por venezolanos pobres, incluso pobres expatrias de otros
paises. todos viven en casas de hormigón construidas sin balcones o ertas, con techos que protegen de la lluvia o calor. en muchas
no tienen servicio eléctrico de ninguna clase, y todos suelen usar generadores para poder volver a la electricidad. a bike- rickshaw

ride into the barrio, over countless blocks of unpaved roads that barely function as roads, will find a number of people still working in
the fields or selling wares on the sidewalks, despite the rising temperatures. (..) many cars have left the barrio without being

replaced, only to return later, as some people find it more convenient to have a vehicle that they can borrow for a few hours or a few
days or at least, on a rainy day, leave their corrugated waterlogged cars at the sidewalk because they are afraid of being locked.

many of the women in the barrio wear long, dark dresses, cover their bodies with dark stockings, and have their hair piled atop their
heads, in a style known as a quinceañera, or a 15-year-old girl tradition. (..)
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steyer entered the race late and lacks the name recognition of politico bigwigs like senators elizabeth warren (d-
mass.) and bernie sanders (i-vt.), and former vice president joe biden. (steyer ingres a la carrera tarde y carece del
reconocimiento de nombres de grandes personajes polticos como los senadores elizabeth warren (d-mass.) y bernie
sanders (i-vt.), y el ex vicepresidente joe biden). and an example of how barrio is used in english in the united states

appears in the following excerpt from the article in the us publication longreads last november: the catholic church up
the road gave christmas gifts to the children in the barrio. they were donated by charities from overseas, but by the

time the load reached the neighborhood, the rich had taken their pick from the lot. (la iglesia catlica -ubicada- al final
de la calle. dio regalos de navidad a los nios en el barrio. fueron donados por organizaciones benficas del extranjero,
pero cuando la carga lleg al barrio, los ricos ya haban elegido lo mejor). i started this blog because my father-in-law,
bob, had been diagnosed with alzheimer’s. my mother-in-law, liz, a native of mexico, spoke little english and has had
a love for mexico that has never diminished. i started my blog before the diagnosis because i wanted my father-in-law

and my mother-in-law to be able to record their memories of mexico as they were happening. because alzheimer’s
can be a scary, devastating disease, i thought that it would be important to record my parents’ memories of mexico.
now icon bay is accepting inquiries. this grand new luxury building is uniquely positioned in the heart of south beach,

miami. icon bay is a bright and sunny new landmark building in the heart of south beach. the icon bay will be the
ultimate in luxury living, with an urban style and dynamic lifestyle. icon bay will include a private underground

community and a fully-equipped fitness center with a state-of-the-art spa. icon bay is a 49-story landmark building
that has achieved a new benchmark in luxury condo living. 5ec8ef588b
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